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Imagine if a major health system developed an app for detecting new cases of COVID-19 more than a week before a person has symptoms or has a viral load large enough to be detected using PCR tests. Users of the app would fill out a baseline questionnaire with their age, BMI, gender, race, ethnicity, occupation, and medical history, and a smartwatch would do most of the work after that. An algorithm would use a broad range of information that many wearable devices like smart watches and Fitbits routinely collect, including heart rate, step counts, sleep patterns and others, to identify that someone likely has contracted COVID-19 up to nine days before they show any symptoms.  

A more aggressive use of smart devices could even monitor the sound of a cough to detect a COVID infection. Add a daily questionnaire, a button to report the results of any COVID-19 tests, and an automatic contact tracing function and the app would be a huge boon to the management of the epidemic.

These apps leverage the technologies many people routinely use, and the information they already regularly share with private companies for navigation and ad revenues. Surely, we would want to use them to save lives and mitigate the devastating economic effects of the pandemic. Indeed, press accounts of the real apps featuring these powerful tools were positive, highlighting their powerful potential to control the spread of COVID-19.

While an app integrating these functions would collect sensitive personal information, privacy concerns could be managed with relatively routine protections like requiring informed consent, limiting use, and applying the kinds of controls already used to protect sensitive geolocation and health information.

*This post is based on our article, COVID-19 Apps Are Terrible: They Didn’t Have to Be. Lawfare Digital Contract Paper Series (Dec. 2021). Brian Ray would like to acknowledge the Charles Koch Foundation and the Cleveland State University COVID-19 Research Fund for their generous support.


Identifiable information could be destroyed after a short period so that only de-identified and aggregated data is kept for later analysis.

In light of the tremendous potential—the possibility of saving thousands of lives—it would seem unreasonable to declare that the privacy risks should stop us from piloting it. We should at least beta test these tools with large enough numbers of people to ensure they work well enough (and are accountable and privacy-protecting enough, too).

Yet that’s precisely what happened with proposals early in the COVID-19 pandemic to repurpose a limited range of location information that people already routinely collect and share with private companies and use it for digital contact tracing. The possibility that such apps could collect location information was dismissed by many decision-makers as too invasive and risky in spite of the fact that these apps could have offered stronger privacy protections than the myriad consumer apps that routinely collect geolocation data. Google and Apple exerted their nearly complete control over the global smartphone market to force governments across the world to abide by this hasty consensus that digital contact tracing apps should be prohibited from collecting location or any information other than anonymized Bluetooth identifiers that could roughly estimate a chance of exposure.

The commentary on digital contact tracing and other tools has shown a puzzling resistance to thinking through how these apps could allow public health officials to collect information responsibly and to aid their efforts to combat the virus while still respecting privacy norms in the public-health context. Instead, a confused coalition has ensured that automatic location tracking data cannot be used for any COVID-related purpose even though public health authorities routinely collect and responsibly use that same information to combat the spread of infectious disease through manual contact tracing and other processes. The consensus that formed made privacy-related tradeoffs impossible, even in the public health context (where tradeoffs have always been necessary), and also stymied the creative approaches

---

that were emerging to responsibly use location and other automatically generated data to reduce the risk of COVID transmission while still protecting privacy.

The result is that the digital contact tracing apps in operation today protect privacy at the expense of efficacy and equity. They are underpowered by design, undersubscribed and ironically untrusted in spite (or perhaps because) of the extraordinary measures these tech giants have taken to protect privacy. As of early 2021, fewer than half of U.S. states even have proposed using a contact tracing or exposure notification app. Even in those, download rates are low and usage rates even lower. These miserable statistics seem to prove correct early critics who argued that proposals to use digital contact tracing to help combat the pandemic were, as one prominent technologist put it, “just plain dumb.”

But these statistics are based solely on experience with the specific system that Google and Apple developed and that by design and policy prevents health authorities from using these apps to collect the same kinds of information they already use to understand and prevent the spread of communicable disease. These same limits effectively shut down alternative models that were emerging and that proposed to responsibly collect other information that could have made these apps more effective and accessible and that is critical to help understanding whether these apps work as well as how this disease and the apps themselves affect the most vulnerable communities. Use cases like COVID tracking in South Korea, or like real-time detection of food-borne illnesses here in the U.S., suggested that data from our phones could have and should have been a tool in our arsenal as we combatted waves of coronavirus over the last year.

In January, coronavirus-related deaths peaked at one every twenty-eight seconds in the U.S. COVID-19 alone reduced overall life expectancy of Americans in 2020 by more than one year—the largest single-year decline in the past 40 years. That drop is far worse for communities hit hardest by this disease: falling by over two years for Black Americans and over three years for Latin Americans.
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Epidemiologists tell us that access to real-time information about who is contracting this deadly disease and where they live, even if it’s not granular enough to definitively identify exposure, still can save lives. Would a better digital contact tracing app that included the option for users to collect and share that information with health authorities have made a difference? We can’t answer that question definitively. But back in May 2020, when Google and Apple and many others decided the answer must be no, they couldn’t have been too well-informed, either.\textsuperscript{15}

It’s just plain dumb that we never gave them a chance.

\textsuperscript{15} See Jeffrey Khan, \textit{et al.}, Digital Contact Tracing for Pandemic Response Ethics and Governance Guidance, Johns Hopkins University Press (2020) (urging “an approach that recognizes that there are complicated issues to resolve for governments, institutions, and businesses and that introduction of [digital contact tracing technologies] must include public engagement and ongoing assessments to improve both performance and adoption.”).